WINTER MOBILITY

ACAPULKA PULKS
THE INDUSTRY LEADING PULK FOR DISMOUNTED OVER SNOW MOBILITY (DOSM)
Acapulka has been manufacturing pulks in Norway/Germany for 27 years for the
world's most extreme challenges. They have been specializing in Winter Warfare,
Dismounted Over Snow Mobility (DOSM) for over 15 years, making the most
efficient pulks on the market. Skis are still the best way for a skilled operator to
exploit the properties of snow. The pulks come in a range of sizes matching most
operational scenarios. With skis a good operator can cover ground fast, carrying
about the same sorts of loads on his back that he can carry when walking. With a
pulk, on snow, it’s possible to take that load off the operator's back allowing him or
her to move more weight or the same weight with less effort. Situation awareness
increases significantly when operators do not maneuver at their limits. The result is
a higher level of safety and more efficiency to respond to unexpected contact
Units that have cold weather warfighting capabilities among their tasks sooner or
later will need to look at their DOSM capabilities. Not only SF but long-range recce
and light infantry benefit from high efficient DOSM. Among the customers are
Royal Marines Commando forces, the Norwegian Armed Forces, and several
other Nato units. Not to forget the world's most renowned SF Units from the US,
UK, Germany, Norway, Canada, The Netherlands... They all understand carrying
the load from point A to B is only part of the mission and not the task the soldier is
trained for.

Products and Capabilities:
- One Man Pulks
- Small Team Pulks
- PLHQ/Team Pulks
- Casevac Pulks
- OSV trailer Pulks
- Weapon Support Platform Pulks

Acapulka pulks are made from a fiber-reinforced resin laminate. Unlike
Polyethylene constructions which are a cheap solution limiting the design options
and efficiency, ACAPULKA designs are purely made to enhance DOSM
capabilities, through rigidity, functionality, and Industry standard-setting low
friction. Fiber-reinforced resin constructions can be designed purely for purpose
and can be locally reinforced, with Materials that deliver exactly the properties
needed at exactly that very section of the construction. ACAPULKA pulks are
considerably low-weight solutions. The chemical and physical optimized STSR
runners
provide
excellent
glide,
stability,
and
tracking.
A
capulka often works in close cooperation with units to exchange knowledge and
support the capability development of this very special DOSM system.

Extraction of Available Accessories:
- Several types of pulling harnesses with
and without the patented QRS System for
fast disconnection between Operator and
Pulk
- Tactical Dragging Bar, provides full control
over the sled in slopes
- Aux Rope Ascender set for handling in
steep terrain
- Pull rope set
- In field maintenance kit
- Replaceable runners in order to provide
excellent gliding over many years of service
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